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QSkills Vocabulary Quiz: Units 5 and 6

Part 1: Synonyms, Antonyms and Parts of Speech
Write the correct form of the word in the blank.  Pay attention to the information in
parentheses.  (0.5 points each)

1. concerns A   _______________ (synonym)

2. strategy A   _______________ (synonym)

3. reduce A   _______________ (antonym)

4. completion  A   _______________ (adverb)

5. ancestral A   _______________ (adjective)

6. compete A   _______________ (noun)

7. similar A   _______________ (noun)

8. reduction A   _______________ (verb)

9. influential A   _______________ (verb)

10. combination  A   _______________ (verb)

Part 2: Common Combinations
Write the necessary word (verb or preposition) in the blank to finish each phrase.
(0.5 points each)

1. ________ an operation

2. react ________ something

3. inherit ________ someone

4. get along ________ 

5. ________ concerns ________

6. apply (something) ________ 

7. put pressure ________ 

8. similar ________ 

9. ________ something ________ common

10. married ________ someone

Part 3: Definitions
Match each word with its definition.  (1 point each)

1. ______  influence

2. ______  competitive

3. ______  reduce

4. ______  treat

5. ______  appearance

6. ______  concerns

7. ______  coordination

8. ______  object

9. ______  apply

10. ______  strategy

a.  things that worry you; or cause you problems

b.  take knowledge and use it in another situation

c.  an activity where people try hard to win

d.  the goal or reason you are doing something

e.  the way you talk to someone; how nice you are to someone

f.  have control over another person; make something happen

g.  a plan for moving forward, like in a game or a battle

h.  make smaller in size; make the number smaller

I.  how well two or more things work together

j.  the way you look, including hairstyle and clothing
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Part 4: Fill in the Blank
Put the correct form of the word in the blank.  Pay attention to verb tense and
singular/plural.  (1 point each)

tell...apart
tendency

inherit
complete

audience
get along with

combination
react

pressure
ancestor

1. My daughter _______________ her beautiful singing voice from her mother.

2. Orange is a(n) _______________ of yellow and red.

3. It’s hard to practice a presentation without a(n) _______________.  It really helps to have

someone listen as you practice.

4. Many teenagers have a _______________ to say “like” over and over.  It can be annoying.

5. Tomorrow’s test is very important.  There is a lot of _______________ on the students.

6. Nothing went right for the team.  The whole game was a _______________ disaster.

7. Even when he heard the great news, the expression on his face never changed.  He didn’t

_______________ at all.

8. Jeff and his brother look so much alike, it’s hard to ____________ them ____________.

9. I just discovered that King Henry VIII is my _______________.  He is actually my great-great-

great-great uncle.

10. When we were younger, I didn’t _______________ my brother well at all, but now we like

spending time together.
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